27 January 2020

Discuss with the AMF about my project

Do you have an innovative project in preparation in the investment services sector and would you like to obtain information on the applicable regulations? Would you like to discuss with the AMF about a project to issue tokens (ICOs)? Would you like information on the status of a provider of services on digital assets (PSAN)? The AMF’s Fintech team will help you.

The AMF committed to supporting Fintech, innovation and competitiveness

Understand and support innovation is a strategic priority of the AMF. The FinTech, Innovation and Competitiveness Division (DFIC) was created in June 2016. It is composed of six members and is headed by Domitille Dessertine. Its objectives are:

— to work with financial stakeholders to analyse ongoing innovations in the investment services sector

— to identify the issues of competitiveness and financial regulation

— to assess the need to change the European regulation or the AMF policy
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Send us a request for information URL = [https://www.amf-france.org/en/node/60815].
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